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2 Guest Column 

FREEDOM CORP - GUEST COLUMNIST
CANADIAN DOCTOR SUDDEN DEATHS HAVE REACHED 150 SINCE 
COVID-19 VACCINES ROLLED OUT
OUR CANADIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION CELEBRATES THE OCCASION 
WITH A FULL PAGE PFIZER AD
Dr. Makis
These days, there are far stronger morals, ethics and 
honorable behavior in the Mexican drug cartels, than in 
Canada's entire healthcare leadership.

We've just reached 150 Canadian doctor sudden deaths, 
since COVID-19 vaccines rolled out on Dec.14, 2020.

Canadian Medical Association, which continues to push 
the toxic Pfizer and Moderna mRNA jabs on its own 
doctor members, has chosen to mark this milestone with 
a full page Pfizer ad on the back cover of its April 2023 
issue of the Canadian Medical Association Journal, 
presumably in exchange for a few pieces of silver.

Former Canadian Medical Association President 
(2018-2019) Dr.Gigi Osler spent the entire pandemic 
promoting Moderna mRNA vaccines and was rewarded 
by Justin Trudeau with an appointment to the Canadian 
Senate on Sep.26, 2022:

Shockingly, that is Senator Dr.Gigi Osler illegally 
promoting the Moderna mRNA vaccine using her 
daughter, while she mocks the COVID-19 vaccine 
injured in a May 2021 TikTok video captioned “We 
believe in Moderna - testing magnets on my newly 
(Moderna) vaccinated daughter”. She “did not get 
magnetized”.

Perhaps not so funny to those who were injured or died 
from the Moderna mRNA jab.

CMA Leaders who pushed Pfizer & Moderna mRNA 
vaccines were extremely well compensated:
Current CMA President Dr.Alika Lafontaine, who 
ignored the sudden deaths of 150 Canadian doctors (who 
are CMA members), has big hopes and dreams of 
becoming Prime Minister of Canada one day.

On Sep.26, 2022 he wrote in regards to Dr.Gigi Osler's 
promotion: “Hoping to see a CMA President as Prime 
Minister one day too". 

He is the current CMA President. Does he hope to 
replace Justin Trudeau?

But before he becomes Prime Minister of Canada, CMA 
President Dr.Alika Lafontaine made sure to cross out 
my photos of the faces of his dead Canadian doctor 
colleagues with a big red “X”. Not a very classy act 
for a future PM.

Canadian Senator Dr.Gigi Osler was a bit more subtle - 
she reposted a hit piece that was done on me by Global 
News in January 2023, which mocked the sudden deaths 
of Canadian doctors by claiming that a 25 year old 
Global News reporter, Ashleigh Stewart, “solved” 
most of these doctor deaths without a single autopsy 
report.

Dr.Gigi Osler has no idea that the number of Canadian 
doctor sudden deaths is now 150, but then again, she 
doesn't give a damn. She has already been well 
compensated for her “services”.

It amazes me that these Canadian doctor “leaders” 
sold their souls, their medical ethics and their 
Hippocratic Oath to “do no harm", for so little. Was it 
worth it?

They certainly believe it was

Republished with permission
To see more from Dr Makis visit his substack 
Makismd.substack.com
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FREEDOM CORP - SPOTLIGHT

When Freedom Calls
Captain Alberta

He started buying fuel out of his own pocket 
eventually using his entire life savings, and 
transporting it to the trucks and when he could no 
longer buy fuel more Canadians jumped on board 
donating to help.  The obstacles and challenges that 
came his way only served to solidify that he was 
doing what needed to be done.  He remembers the 
overwhelming feeling of love while people brought 
jerry cans and milk jugs after the fuel was stolen by 
Police, the staggering support from Ottawa citizens 
to stand with Convoy and find ways to keep these 
trucks stay fueled and keep families safe and warm. 

Since Convoy ended, Kyle has moved been staying 
with the love of his life, a young woman he met in 
Ottawa.  He left his job not knowing what the future 
held, only knowing that Convoy was a cause worth 
giving it all up for.  He is doing well, has remained 
hopeful about Canadas future and looks to the future 
knowing the strength of Canadians can overcome 
anything together.  

During the protests in Ottawa there were many 
people out of the spotlight that were essential in 
keeping people on the ground safe, hopeful and calm.   
Some were providing food, some spiritual and 
emotional support and some were working hard to 
keep trucks fueled and truckers warm in their 
vehicles.  One such member being nicknamed Captain 
Alberta.  

Kyle, born in Edmonton Alberta, knew from the 
beginning of the of the lockdowns that something was 
off. Watching the Prime Minister divide the country, 
demonize and ostracize people in his community, he 
knew that he had to start doing something to help 
bring people together.  As a Journeyman Electrician, 
he was forced to test twice a week to stay employed 
while his cohorts who were vaccinated were able to 
come to work, sick or not, without testing, so when 
Convoy came through the Edmonton area and he saw 
thousands of people gathered for the send off he felt 
inspired, hopeful, and he knew he needed to be there.  
Kyle made the decision then to hand in his keys, pack 
his car and set out to meet up with Convoy in Regina. 

The journey to Ottawa was a spiritual one for many 
and Kyle was no different.  He tells the stories we 
have all heard of the people lining the highways, the 
Canadians coming together, full of love for strangers, 
offering supplies and hugs and shedding tears.  There 
was hope again in the eyes of Canadians who had 
been so beaten down by the people who promised to 
have their back.  The people elected to protect them 
from the very actions they were perpetrating.  He 
talks about the endless trucks coming in from all 
directions, the sea of lights in the dark being a 
beacon of warmth for those who had felt so alone for 
so long.  A feeling that only overflowed as he got 
closer to Ottawa.  

During the weeks Convoy was in Ottawa Kyle gave as 
much of himself as he could.  He saw a need to help 
get fuel to the trucks, to help keep them warm and so 
he hit the ground running.  
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FREEDOM CORP - COMMUNITY

"He needs to apologize.”  Kyle said of his brother.  "He 
needs to come clean and be self aware.”  
While he understands why people are focused on 
Trudeau he also warns of giving Justin too much of our 
energy.  He is just a spokesperson for the corporate 
Liberal party, an energy vacuum.  He feels that while 
warranted, the negativity directed specifically at Justin 
is not going to solve the issues.  Canada has fallen and 
Canadians need to come together, put our energy into 
civic engagement, start getting involved.  He hopes 
more people will actively pursue positions on school 
boards, in municipal politics and work to reimagine 
Canadas political system, giving Switzerland as an 
example.  Freedom Convoy was a beacon of light, a 
place of hope, inspiring him, inspiring Canadians and 
inspiring the world, and Kyle feels that if we put those 
efforts into our local communities, we can make change. 

FAMILY TIES AND COVID LIES
KYLE KEMPER

They say that blood is thicker than water, but where 
does that leave you when Canadians have risen up 
against the brother you have looked up to and 
respected throughout your life?  I had a call with Kyle 
Kemper, brother of Justin Trudeau, to get his thoughts 
on Freedom Convoy, Covid lockdowns, and seeing the 
damage that someone he loves dearly has done to 
Canadians.  

These are his thoughts..

At the beginning of Covid restrictions Kyle was 
traveling back and forth to see his kids in Ottawa and 
spending time with his family in San Diego.  When the 
restrictions came into effect he had to make the tough 
choice to make America his home base which meant 
less frequent trips in order to avoid being completely 
separated from either side of his family.  As 
restrictions moved forward, Kyle saw the dangers of 
how far these restrictions were being taken, knowing 
in his heart they were based on lies meant to divide, 
and his respect and love for his brother turned into 
sadness and disappointment.  He now saw Justin as a 
pawn for the global elites, no longer a leader, but 
puppet and a tool to be used by those who wished to 
destroy the fabric of Canadian society. 

He talks about witnessing the hate and division that 
Justin was stoking throughout Canada along with the 
fear mongering and dehumanizing of those who 
wouldn't comply.  He feels that all of the name calling 
and toxicity coming from his brother is not only Justin 
projecting his inadequacies onto Canadians but also 
part of the WEF plan, a distraction to have people 
focused on hating the Prime Minister and off the 
people controlling him.  When asked if Justin was 
someone that would listen and consider opposing 
views growing up Kyle described his brother as very 
stubborn, someone who has a strong ego, loves to be 
centre of attention and who would push back on 
anyone who threatened his world view, making him a 
willing participant in the destruction of Canada.

"Justin is the intolerable." 
-Kyle Kemper

I asked Kyle, if he had one message to send to 
Canadians, left and right, as a whole, what would that 
message be, his response was inspiring.

Ho'oponopono

We must love each other
We must apologize for our wrongdoings
We must ask for forgiveness
We must express appreciation.

We need to stop the divide.  
We all want to be free, to be healthy and prosperous. 
It is time to start healing.

tdund
Cross-Out
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FREEDOM CORP - MANDATE CASUALTIES 

THE HORRORS OF LTC CARE DURING COVID
The Forgotten Victims of Government Overreach

The divisive Covid-19 restrictions were incredibly 
harmful to both the mental and physical health of 
Canadians as a whole, but the untold stories of 
some of Canada's most vulnerable are especially 
egregious. From families being denied access to 
their child's major life events, to restrictions 
around funerals preventing loved ones from saying 
their final goodbyes, Canadians dealt with the 
harsh realities of an overbearing government 
putting their hands in places they don't belong in 
the name of public safety.  Many Canadians have 
been speaking out about their experiences, but what 
about the forgotten, the elderly in long term care 
facilities, isolated and abandoned by the system, 
forced to live their last days alone, no family 
permitted to see them, under the guise of protecting 
them from Covid.  

Marilyn, a woman from Ottawa, lived through some 
of the harshest restrictions surrounding her family.  
Not only was her brother a patient in a long term 
care facility, but also her mother who suffers from 
dementia and parkinson's.  At the time Marylin had 
power of attorney over her brother and was an 
essential care giver for her mother.  Not only did 
her brother Greg, who suffered from a psychiatric 
disability have to spend the last year of his life 
alone, but anything she had tried to do for him was 
denied.  She tells the story of her brother wanting 
nothing more than some Macintosh apples, how she 
bought the apples, washed them, packaged them up 
and dropped them off only to find out that they 
were never given to him.  The lockdown procedures 
in this LTC facility were torturous, visitors could 
not enter without the vaccine, but anytime a staff 
member had tested positive for Covid the entire 
facility went into isolation causing residents to be 
locked in their rooms for 14 days. 

Finally, Marilyn got the call that her brother had 
become unresponsive and was granted the ability to 
see him.  For the last hour of his life, he finally had 
his sister by his side. 

"Convoy gave me a voice." 
-Marilyn

At the same time she was being denied access to her 
brother, she was not able to see her mother.  After 
her mother's fourth vaccine her health declined and 
she had to stay in hospital. Marilyn believes the 
vaccine took her mothers ability to walk, she 
stopped talking, and wasn't able to feed herself.  
When she was finally able to see her mother, she 
had to agree to the nose swab every day causing 
serious sinus pain, likened to feeling like torture, 
but to finally be able to care for her mother she 
endured.  

All of this, all of the pain and heartache that 
Marilyn had to cope with, she found life again when 
Convoy showed up in Ottawa.  Although she 
couldn't convince herself get out and walk around, 
she drove down to the protests to see for herself.   
In a time where she felt there was no place for her 
to heal from the passing of her brother and isolation 
from her mother, she found a voice in the truckers.  

Marilyn continues to take care of her mother and 
fight back against the system that stole so much 
time from their family.  
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FREEDOM CORP - EVENTS CALENDAR

       Send Events For Listings to: freedomcorp22@protonmail.com

Who Is Freedom Corp?

Freedom Corp is comprised of a board of original road captains 
and truckers from Freedom Convoy 2022. We stand firm on the 
principles of truth, transparency, accountability and hope. We 
believe the people of Canada deserve to have a voice in how our 
country is run and we aim to provide that voice for all Canadians.

Community Calendar
Upcoming Freedom Events

https://www.freedomcorpcanada.ca/

Wymark Rink Wymark, Saskatchewan

Active Learning Center Huntsville, OntarioJuly 29, 5:00-9:00pm
Signing and Screening
Book Signing with Tamara Lich
Movie Screening Church Under Fire
For tickets go to theconvoybook.com

August 12, 6:00 - 11:00 pm
The Big Red Event
Special Guests:
Theo Fleury, Jamie Sale and Chris Barber
BBQ and Live Band
Tickets on Eventbrite




